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About This Game

simian.interface++ is the long awaited update to simian.interface, an abstract puzzle experience for simian participants of all
ages and abilities. There are no explicit rules, no instructions, and very simple controls.

Inspired by tabletop puzzles, modern art, and cognitive psychology experiments, simian.interface++ presents challenges that
must be solved using pattern recognition, intuition, and experimentation.

features:
- an incredible soundtrack composed by chiptune artist Note! (@n0te_ on twitter)

- the original simian.interface, now playable in full screen!
- the new 'infinite_loop' mode, with procedurally generated levels, and randomized music and story content!

- infinite replay value!
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simian interface secret. simian.interface walkthrough

Really good game!. Such a goofball of a game also no need to play this with friends online is fine.. Fortify is an enjoyable,
simple, and addictive Tower Defense. I know I haven't played it much, but it is great. The only complaint I have is the UI seems
a bit too cluttered, maybe shrink or have an option to close certain tabs and reopen them.. this game is so frustrating and broken
as all hell you play as a machine with a diver following you and I swear the moment you stop he doesn't he glides and in some
cases glides to his death. which is so common that you will die over and over and it keeps getting frustrating everytime. when
you try to collect oxygen good luck keeping it up because you lose it the moment you spend the entire time trying to figure out
where you're going.
What's so frustrating is the fact that I would appreaciate it if there was plenty of oxygen tanks so you don't have to worry but
unfortunatly there's levels that don't have any and you're\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of luck, and good luck
going back a few levels to get more because you'll start back with very little oxygen. This is nothing more than a cash grab that
was trying to get Markiplier to play it and it's dissapointing that they've focused on getting a youtuber to play rather than fix
their broken game.. So...it does do what it says.
However, I am exceptionally leary of a game that immediately asks you for your real personal info:
Birthday, Address, and Place of Birth. Then follows that by asking for a photo that has the same size and requirements of a
passport photo.
The gameplay is fairly straight forward hack and slash stuff with a thin veneer of story over the top using your personal info to
"personalize". The game also uses your photo inside the character's helmet, which is...okay? I guess. You can certainly play this
game without entering your personal details, however, the fact that it asks for such specific things is a huge red flag for me.

Probably safer to avoid this one.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TXgT5yUl8w8
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worth ' w ')b. This is a fun little game brought to cardboard and inc from Greater than Games, and made into 1s and 0s by
Handelabra. It's a fun little game where you play the last inning of a tied game of baseball. Playing as either the batters or the
pitchers are very fun and can provide some light entertainment for about 10 minutes to a half hour at a time. There is a bit of a
downside where you have to pay attention to the tutorial to understand what all the dice mean, but if you get past that, there is a
fun lighthearted game that you can enjoy.

Just a note, it is also available on apple and android and maybe slightly better optimized for those (I haven't played that version
so I don't know). Still very fun on Steam though.. Great mod for Modo, and Modo indie, I was told it will work with Modo Full
and you do not need to rebuy which is great to hear as I plan to upgrade one day soon. I have used Modo indie for 3 years, as I
OWN it.. and have over 2k hours.. I do many different shapes and cuts, so for example if your making a circle , or arch shapes,
this tool is great for such..and its NONE destructive!!

So say you want to rescale, or move it, you can in minutes where if you made a window, or arch some where you would have to
redo a ton of work in that regard...With MOP BOOLEAN this makes it possible to do it rather fast....Well worth the money for
it....any 3D guy should be buying this ASAP, soon as I seen it I wanted it, as I like Non Destructive work flow..as it saves time
and is a lot cleaner ....MOP Boolean also makes it possible to work with lower poly models for game assets..So if you made
something in Mesh Fushion its really High Poly, and not great for games sadly....Well you can make the same stuff with MOP
Boolean, and make this possible for game developers......

I do NOT work for any one here, I'm just a huge fan after using.... Only con, which is Modo Indie issues, I did notice some
times some things not working all the time, and it seems to be an indie issues not MOP Boolean issue...Modo Indie 11 has been
a bit buggy compared to 10.2. So sometimes, things may not work as expected, I suggest to duplicate your model so you do not
lose the MOP Boolean, and use one for working on, incase you have to redo something due to an issue from Modo indie...This is
the only issue I seen.. . I also suggest if you buy to watch all the tutorials on it.....If you go to Modo forums, there is a thread
MOP Boolean and the developer there replies, really fast..... He has been a great help there...So I suggest to post there not here,
for this mod!! Enjoy .. Just 85/10!. what a cute creature >.<

its good at the price, overall. expected more torture. but it's free so there's nothing to lose... I still have yet to beat this game
because I'm so busy but I just need to write a review for this game. This game was ahead of it's time in so many ways. Sad to
know that it didn't do so well in the 90's. My favourite point and click adventure game and I hate point and click adventure
games!

The writing is absolutely, possibly the best that I've seen in a game. Not many games that I've played have a "flow" in their
writing that makes it feel like the characters in the game are actually having a conversation. And a lot of lines in the game made
me laugh and I found charming.

Changing the screen resolution to 1920x1080 using the windows options helped me play it. The screen was cut off before.

Bottom line, AMAZING GAME!. this game is the starting of a super great thing .....i will stay on board as long as this dude
keeps on making this game ...i hoep it stays true to what the guy says in his small prmo vid ....and dose not turn all pay dlcs and
pay to win \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing garbage as some games have ........payday is an example as r many more that started
out for the gamers then turned into a lame cash grap for the people whom sell the game........this game is just supper so far and i
am so so so hopeing it wont just stop being made as many games have lead us gamers on sadly and just no produced anything
but great hopes and a masive letdown ......please keep on mking this game come to life its great
!!!!!!!!! i want more more more oh so much more of this game please make it so......!. because its fun to make and grow your
own plant. Better than Train Simulator.
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